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1. Introduction 
 
“Сyber-physical system” (further - CPS) takes  

on different definitions depending on the application 
and the underlying technology. Unlike more 
traditional embedded systems, a full-fledged CPS is 
typically designed as a network of interacting 
elements with physical input and output instead of as 
standalone devices.  

Important feature of CPS would be 
interdependency refers to coupling of physical 
systems through communication networks. Physical 
units (sensors, transducers, actuators etc.) that were 
locally operated and controlled are connected by 
networks with significantly enhanced distributed 
computation. Therefore, their performances should 
be harmonized. 

Realization of existing CPS development 
programs is impossible without taking into account 
the metrological aspects of designing, constructing, 
and operating CPS. Therefore current NIST program 

[1] focuses on involving metrological science to 
resolve some CPS-problems. In the real-time process 
control area, the program focuses on innovative 
process metrology to provide traceable and 
quantitative data for validating process models, 
calibrating in-process sensors, and determining 
optimal process conditions. Respectively, the CPS 
technologies companies have to utilize the 
sophisticated metrology equipment for material and 
geometric characterization [2]. Verification and 
validation are key features of new product 
development. Measurement technology capable of 
keeping pace with the most modern production 
systems is the only way to ensure seamless quality 
control and efficient, cost-saving production.  

 
 

2. Shortcomings 
 

However continuous development of CPS comes 
up against a number of difficulties due to the 
following circumstances.  
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Firstly, assign a priori that CPS creating 
(Industrial Revolution 4.0 [3]) on the basis of 
industrial Netware opportunities envisages the free 
conjunction and matching of users from different 
countries. However, current set of standards in 
different countries is insufficient to describe 
successfully the instruments and tools of modern 
scientific technology, and actually it is constantly 
evolving and improving [4]. Secondly, laboratories 
and leading research centers based on modern 
productive machinery are not able to be tested by 
virtue of their own complexity and problems of 
delivery to certified laboratories. Thirdly, unique and 
newly created machinery often requires self-
verification and standardization of metrology 
facilities to ensure the quality work. Raman 
installation for nano objects temperature 
measurements can serve as a prominent example of 
the mentioned. Basing on results of previous studies 
for its efficient operation the CNT blackbody has 
been proposed as a standard artifact [5]. Fourthly, the 
existing standards by several orders lose their values 
(accuracy characteristics) while uploading them to 
the end user, and it is actually considered a normal 
metrological practice. However, such practice cannot 
be deemed adequate for CPS. There is a need to 
provide CPS metrological instruments with new 
generation measures, in particular, based on the use 
of matter fundamental properties [6].  

 
 

3. Aim of Work 
 
Aim of this work that forms the foundation of the 

planned row of articles named as “Metrological 
Array of Cyber-Physical Systems” can be considered 
as investigation of metrological aspects of mentioned 
systems at the stages of design, implementation and 
operation, with approaches from the top metrology 
and standardization centers. 

 
 

4. Theoretical and Applied Researches 
 
This cycle includes several arrays of metrological 

studies based on verification and validation for 
parameters determining the controlled equipment, 
process, materials through the development, 
implementation and realization of specific metrology 
and standardization methods, instruments, facilities 
and etc. That is successfully described by the terms 
“metrological hardware, software, and firmware”. 
Then, hardware is necessary to provide at the design 
stage and to install at manufacturing appropriate 
component of CPS or at its operation. Software has 
to be transferred via Internet base stations, and 
firmware should be installed automatically and 
provide a set of automatic calibration actions, 
measurement and characterization of objects in-
place. Calibration could be performed remotely 
under condition of code access to CPS LAN with 

implemented appropriate software. Decisive aspects 
of metrological reliability, including its prediction, of 
particular remote nodes of CPS integrated 
metrological subsystems are gaining more and more 
weight.  

There is a chain of special metrological methods 
of sensors performance enhance which take into 
account their prehistory. The latter can be registered 
by the device itself at the presence of microcontroller 
calculating capabilities. 

At the same time the estimation of the 
comparability of CPS component measurement 
instrument verification in-place or conducting 
verification with its dismantling and transportation to 
the standards laboratory. Note that in last case other 
links of measuring circle of the current CPS 
component are not checked. But in the first case there 
is a possibility to organize metrological verification 
with help of company supplier of metrological 
equipment with applying remote access due to 
presence of embedded metrological instruments, 
specialized programs and security procedures. 

 
 

4.1. CPS Classification and Metrological 
Aspects of Their Operation 

 
By supporting specified approach in the field of 

metrology and standardization, we consider the basic 
aspects of horizontal-vertical cooperation and 
integration in CPS research and operation. CPS’s 
considerations have to be carried out for different 
areas of science and technology, which have already 
achieved a certain level of metrological status 
sufficient to transfer achievements to other industries. 
CPSs are discussed below according to the NIST 
classification (Fig. 1).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Cyber-Physical Systems according  
to NIST classification. 

 
 

In metrology area it is discussed the necessity of 
infrastructure development aiming the correct gauges 
of performance and quality of products and services. 
These could be reached by measurement science 
advances, develop standard methods and test 
protocols, and evaluates and generates data. 
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Development of a row of portable, highly-precise 
devices is able to provide in-place precision 
measurements. These chip-scale devices could be 
directly integrated into equipment and products to 
provide continuous quality control and assurance, 
freeing manufacturers and customers from complex 
measurement traceability chains and lengthy 
calibration procedures. National nanotechnological 
parks have to ensure enterprises by providing access 
to nanoscale measurement and fabrication methods 
and technology. 

 
 

4.2. Metrology as a Basis for Designing  
CPS Models  

 
The basis of the construction of this discipline 

can be considered the metrology, which facilitates a 
precision adequate description of the external world 
and therefore adequate response by the CPS on 
deflecting impacts while operating. For this purpose 
metrology should continuously evolve to respond 
properly to the modern challenges and to assimilate 
additional seemingly not involved scientific 
disciplines. As a result, interdisciplinary relations 
emerge [6], and the metrology is included in 
transdisciplinary field of contemporary technology. 

Recently significance of measurement have 
increased so much and their penetration in all spheres 
of human activity has become so deep and wide that 
further evolution of measurements and their 
effectiveness enhancement are impossible without 
appropriate state wide ensuring of their unity, 
adjusted level of precision and adequacy, planning of 
their development and applying. A new outcoming 
has emerged – metrological assurance embracing the 
adjustment of necessary measurement precision by 
means of measurement tools spectrum and obtaining 
metrological traceability. The last one demands 
regular monitoring, on-line control, self-testing and 
self-adaptation of metrological software and self-
adjusting of measuring processes. 

The line of new metrological problems appears 
especially typical for CPS, individual components of 
which communicate within Netware. Measurement in 
digital control acts as a bridge which connects the 
control object with main control box performing the 
task of forming executive instructions. The 
measurement unit gives such information as the 
numbers. Nx quantities of the certain value describing 
the control object are given to the digital device 
which creates commands in the view of Nу numbers. 
These numbers come to input of the device creating 
managing action on the control object – physical 
processes with C-parameters. So the device realizing 
feedback in the system of the object digital control 
from metrological point of view carrying out the task 
that is analogical to the measure’s task which 
presents in the output the value of given size. While 
highly-precise digital controlling it has to have got 
high performance. 

For metrological verification of measuring 
instruments the following methods are used:  

1) The method of direct comparison of the 
verified instrument with the similar instrument, 
herewith the error of the first one is determined as 
difference of indexes of both;  

2) Direct measurement by the verified measuring 
instrument of outgoing signal of multivalued measure 
with determination of the error as a difference. 

 
 

4.3. Metrological Support of CPS Types  
 

Application area of CPS is partitioned into 
following main segments: Smart manufacturing, 
Smart buildings, Smart transport, and etc.  
(see Fig. 1).  

 

• Smart Manufacturing  
Its main component seems to be the 

Manufacturing Intelligence. In industry domain the 
CPSs empowered by Cloud technologies lead to new 
approaches that pave the path to Industry 4.0 [3]. 
Smart Manufacturing includes Smart Machines, 
which differ from contemporary ones by multi-
function, small sizes, the adaption ability to the needs 
of users that is realized by gathering the required 
functionality in one machine. By obtaining 
information on the changed requirements, it may 
itself make adjustments into the technological 
process.  

Subsequently we will try to consider one example 
of Smart manufacturing, namely metal production 
with application the precision smart balances. For 
their normal functioning should be provided the 
remote calibration, in-place executable.  

On this way the creation of remote horizontal-
vertical structure of the metrological surveillance of 
intelligent instrumentation as a structural unit of CPS, 
envisages the remote control and verification actions 
with using code access to previously installed 
software and hardware. So it becomes necessary a 
new measurement science that is critical to 
overcoming the serious limitations inherent to 
contemporary test methods and equipment [7]. 
Consequently, for applying perspective measurement 
techniques to develop new or enhanced metrology is 
required to support advances in high-speed both 
wireless and optical networks. 

 

• Smart Buildings 
Modern technologies allow the creation of Smart 

buildings, or constructions with minimal or zero 
consumption – Net-Zero Building [8]. But they need 
constant monitoring; therefore they must be 
connected to smart sensors and in appropriate way be 
controlled by CPS means in order to most 
expediently use those provided outside world 
resources and services. Combining data from 
different sources can achieve Smart buildings 
operating conditions close to optimal. The main 
demand to aforementioned objects is to achieve zero 
energy consumption. This is reached by a detailed 
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study of thermal conditions with help of smart 
temperature sensors local net and provides  
adequate insulation in continuous multipoint 
temperature monitoring.  

Some attention is paid to the preliminary 
evaluation of thermal conditions in the construction 
phase, eliminating bridges of cold and etc., for which 
authors suggested a number of methods and smart 
tools of heat control. These are methods of infra-red 
thermal imager’s diagnostics, method of quasi 
discrete point-wise studying the restrictive planes’ 
temperature regime, as well as monitoring 
temperatures in time by using glued to the inner and 
outer surfaces of the wall cross section the chips with 
embedded temperature sensors and so on [9]. Thus it 
becomes possible to detect and eliminate bridges of 
cold, to study the role of energy reflecting coatings 
with unknown blackness coefficient and to manage 
ultimately the operation of energy subsystems for 
supply, heating and ventilation. 

 

• Smart Energetics 
Every country conducts its own energy policy 

displayed in maximum efficiently of available energy 
capabilities for needs of society, industry and other 
consumers. Allotment of generation, accumulation, 
transmission and utilization of electrical energy as 
well as measuring instruments by intelligence 
elements due to their equipment of microcontrollers 
has led to Smart Grid in Energetics. In the USA such 
grid includes18 million smart meters, 1.2 million in-
home display units, 0.20 million smart transformers, 
and so on. So accordingly to [10] “Smart Grid is a 
complex system of systems that incorporates many 
new technologies and operating paradigms in an 
end–to–end system that functions very differently 
than the legacy grid in order to deliver power more 
efficiently, reliably and cleanly”. 

 

• Smart Transport 
In this domain plenty of works have been  

done – see, for example, [11]. So we pass over 
paragraph resembling on the whole the other 
domains’ problems. 

 

• Smart Life Safety  
Modern society depends on networks for life 

safety data, antiterrorist defense and etc. For tasks 
that require more resources than are locally available, 
one common mechanism for rapid implementation of 
Smartphone-based mobile CPS nodes utilizes the 
network connectivity to link the mobile system with 
either a server or a cloud environment, enabling 
complex processing tasks that are impossible under 
local resource constraints [1].  

Building the CPS requires a new science of 
characterizing and controlling dynamic processes 
across heterogeneous networks of smart sensors [12] 
and computational devices. At the same time there is 
continued discussion [13] about scientific terms 
“intelligent” or “smart” in respect to measuring 
instruments and means. Without being bound up to 

debate in this article and further works of cycle we 
follow the concept that is supported by NIST in their 
documents. There is mostly used the term “smart” for 
metrological devices (see above paragraph Smart 
Energetics), bearing in mind that nowadays different 
kinds of devices are equipped through 
microcontrollers and metrological software capable 
of performing special metrological operations, such 
as performance linearization, putting amendments on 
zero temperature, choosing the necessary 
measurement range and so on. 

In spite of rapid evolution, authors [14] continue 
to face new difficulties and novel design 
methodology. Model engineering and maximal 
possible supply of sensors for data acquisition and 
processing enable to offer the best solutions to ensure 
efficiency, safety, and defense. For instance, 
protection against terrorist attacks may be performed 
as a high-speed system of explosion intensity 
redemption which occurred inside the plane at an 
altitude of 10 km and higher through application of 
optical sensors and the actuators of automatic 
depressurization/pressurization in a separate section 
of the plane [15]. 

Next stage of sensors’ development becomes 
emergency detectors. The latter include explosion 
detectors, acoustic detectors of destroying bridges, 
neutron sensors of petroleum wells [16], which 
become particularly important due to catastrophe of 
well in the Gulf of Mexico. These smart 
sensors/detectors should form particular global 
network systems. Including in control circuits of CPS 
will not only safely operate existing structures and 
prolong their life cycle, but also establish 
qualitatively new designs (Fig. 2). 

Through transfer the measured data processing 
directly to the sensors and the use of fuzzy logics 
techniques (Sugeno [17] and Mamdani [18] 
methods), Dispersed smart systems built with the use 
of such sensors already significantly reduce response 
time and increase the probability of an emergency 
identifying, and also take into account the seasonal, 
daily, and other changes in working conditions, 
which in turn improves the defining characteristics of 
Smart systems. However, particular uncertainty arises 
for system’s operation criteria in the event of a 
critical situation, and it depends on the characteristics 
of the environment.  

 

• Smart Health Care  
Smart health care systems are studied to sense and 

diagnose complex diseases. Providing the basis of 
information-based care and cure, they can predict and 
decide as well as to interact with the environment 
[19]. In particular cases such systems are based on 
micro- and nanosensors and actuators. Telemetric and 
telediagnostic development reduces response time 
and healthcare costs. 

As classical metrological task in the mentioned 
area it seems to be the research of smart health-care 
system of cancer treatment that is adapted to person 
purposes. Here the human cells are irradiated at the 
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micro level by microwaves, and due to selective 
origins of absorption and power of irradiation which 

has been regulated through feedback provided by 
nanosensors [20].  

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Metrological tasks for CPS purposes. 

 
 
 

• Spectrum Metrology  
In the field of Optical Metrology [21] a challenge 

is to develop or create new measurement techniques 
and standards, to meet the needs of next-generation 
advanced manufacturing, which will rely on 
nanometer scale materials and technologies. It is 
difficult to provide samples on which precision 
instruments can be calibrated on nanoscale. 
Calibration standards are important for repeatability 
to be ensured. It is difficult to select a universal 
calibration artifact with which we can achieve 
repeatability on nanoscale. At nanoscale, while 
calibrating care needs to be taken for the influence of 
external factors (noise, vibration, motion) and 
internal factors such as interaction between the 
artifact and equipment which can cause significant 
deviations.  

The most universal nanothermometry method, 
Raman method, apt for the direct temperature 
measurement of micro- and nano-objects within the 
range 100 nm – 100 µm as well as before 
measurement, could be distinguished within this 
from cryogen till mid-high temperatures, which in 
addition does not demand calibration. Increasing the 
opportunities of Raman thermometer in terms of 
researching the different objects (materials) and 
evolving the method itself require the elaboration of 
metrological reliability (error, uncertainty and etc.) of 
measurements, their repeatability and reproducibility. 
We accepted the determination of temperature due to 
the ratio of intensities of Stokes and anti-Stokes 
components [5].  

As result of performed investigations the carbon 
nanotubes are treated to be standard nanopatterns for 
testing and calibrating the nanotechnological means. 
The gained results of experimental research have 
given possibility of realising the metrologically 

correct evaluation of temperature measurement 
results with considering the peculiarities of both 
measuring tool and standard nanopattern. 

Unfortunately, the structure of spectral lines of 
carbon nanotubes is complex [22], and lines represent 
a set of mutually superposed sub-lines. It is almost 
impossible for researchers to evaluate the latter 
without additional experiments and metrological 
skill. We have conducted a special research to study 
this uncertainty, depending on the type of assessment 
of light re-radiation curves by object.  

Resultantly, it was developed the software of 
processing the frequency dependencies, which, 
accordingly, enabled the determination of aforemen-
tioned uncertainty of temperature independently by 
experimenter. Here we could take into account the 
average intensity of the lines or the local 
maxima/minima of the spectral line intensity. Details 
of this work will be given in future issues of the 
magazine.  

 
 

5. CPS Metrology Research and 
Development and Testing  

 

The quality and reliability of CPS depends on 
accuracy of measurement and measurement 
instruments performances. Their improvement, 
regardless of the CPS type, enhances defining 
characteristics (product quality in Smart 
manufacturing, driving safety in Smart transport, 
saving energy in Smart buildings and etc.). One of the 
main metrological resources in the field of 
measurement accuracy increasing is eliminating or at 
least minimizing the systematic error constituents. 
They take the form of additive and multiplicative 
constituents and constituent caused by non-linear 
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transmission characteristics of actuator or calibration 
characteristics of sensor. The additive constituent of 
error is presented at zero input signal - X = 0. 
Multiplicative constituent is determined at connected 
measure - X = Xm. Finally, to define the error  
from nonlinearity of characteristics it should  
be recommended the multivalued measures or 
scalable transducers. 

Correction methods of systematic error 
constituent are realized by operator impact or 
automatically in offline mode when, for example, 
self-calibration is carried out. They are divided into 
additive adjustment or setting zero, and 
multiplicative correction or calibration.  

Stated methods become preferably insufficient to 
eliminate or minimize the systematic error 
constituents. Then specialized techniques are used to 
improve accuracy. They include [7] the method of 
error compensation by sign, the opposing method, 
the method of symmetrical observations and the 
method of substitution. So opposing method has been 
successfully used in [23] to significantly improve the 
metrological characteristics of nanopositioner in 
nanomachines. In particular, it was developed 
mechanism for moving the stepless reciprocal shift of 
nanosamples along the Z-axis. Hydraulic method and 
reciprocal shift means of the nanoobject and 
cantilever enable with the error of working liquid 
monomolecular layer thickness order. 

 
 

5.1. Study of Next Generation Technologies  
 

According NIST goal “To measure and predict 
global behavior of CPS in their large information 
systems, which characterize future communication 
systems” [24], we develop and evaluate methods and 
algorithms to predict behaviors that can lead to 
system failures as well as “deployment of successful 
methods and technologies form of measuring and 
predicting shifts in system behaviors”. 

We have researched [25] the noise method of 
studying the electronic element structure 
defectiveness. Low-reliable elements could be 
revealed with the help of proper noise power 
parameters. In comparison with other seamless 
methods of electronic element inner structure 
defectiveness diagnostics, the method of research by 
dint of electric noise power is multipurpose, and 
enables detecting the potentially low-reliable 
elements. With involving the dependence of flicker-
noise parameters on the controlled object structure, 
we could diagnose the electronic element state and its 
evolution, especially at the primary stages of defects 
formation. So, electric noises are the manifestation of 
fluctuation-dissipation processes taking place inside 
the researched substances. Moreover, the method of 
studying proper noise as method of non-destructive 
testing could lie into the basis of passive noise 
spectroscopy. It could be realized the most precisely 
owing to the usage of noise thermometers as 
calibrated measuring devices.  

To predict behaviors that can lead to large-scale 
system failures in most spheres of science and 
technics, the measurements of determined signals are 
conducted, whilst in the case of noise values the 
random signals are of interest. The interference could 
be both determined and random. Besides, taking into 
consideration the fact that measurements are 
performed within the wide bandwidth, the determined 
interference could reveal itself at the various 
frequencies. Therefore we should recommend the 
filters of complicated configuration that combine a 
band filter for forming the work-bandwidth of a 
measuring device, and rejecter filters for some 
frequencies which could be numerous. Taking into 
account the specific conditions of measurement as 
well as difficult construction and working principles 
of such filters, the synthesis of digital intelligent 
filters with the usage of rapid Fourier transformation 
[26] which meets the enumerated requirements is 
optimal. Nowadays we are ready to study large 
information subsystems of remote CPS by developing 
the appropriate metrological software, installed 
distantly.  

 
 

5.2. Metrology to Support the Testing and 
Evaluation of Advanced Technologies  

 
It includes the specific metrological tasks. Some 

of them are outlined below: 
• Calibration artifacts with full point-by-point 

uncertainty characterization, which will enable a wide 
range of calibrated time- and frequency- domain 
measurements to be performed in  
industrial laboratories, thus accelerating product 
development by removing the need for intermediate 
calibration steps.  

• Measurement methods for industry to directly 
verify the over-the-air performance of mobile 
devices.  

• Methods to quantify and validate large signal 
network analyzer measurements to enable 
communications networks with greater dynamic 
range and greater channel capacity to be achieved 
using base stations and mobile devices. 

Thereby, it seems to be demanded the encoded 
manageable measures that are especially important 
for security and integrity of information systems 
becoming a critical issue within most types of 
organizations [27]. Simultaneously developing 
measures and standards for metrology and whole 
industry needs face with analogous requirements as 
aforementioned. We accepted such measures R&D to 
ensure their efficient remote operation in industry. 
For this purpose the measures, preset in complex 
information-measuring systems, are activated by a 
qualified metrologists from a distance by start-coded 
signal [28]. An example of quite simple and efficient 
solution of CPS metrological problems is the 
appearance of new approach for CPSs. In the opinion 
[29] the complete calibration solution for process 
calibrators and multifunction process calibrators is 
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quite new area of science for CPSs, it’s a 
combination of our already proven, high end  
pressure calibration service with our new electrical 
calibration capabilities.  

Another way to improve quality of CPS products 
is suggested to be the embedded high-precision 
reference standards that are based on the  
fundamental properties of matter. We have 
considered [30] the implementation of the state 
standard of electrical resistance. This standard is 
proposed to develop by applying the latest 
nanotechnology achievements, such as research of 
electrical conductivity of nanopatterns (f.i., carbon 
nanotubes). Being in superconductive state, the latter 
are inherent in the resistance value which 
corresponds to inverse of conductance quantum that 
is equal (12906.4037 ± 0.0020) Ohms, due to 
transient resistance of contacts. Four-wires circuit is 
sufficient to carry out the measurement of this 
resistance, and the Winston bridge together with the 
Hamon network would be sufficient to transfer this 
value to values of current standards (1.0; 
100.0 Ohms) and then to adjust with high precision 
the values of the working resistors to the required 
denominations.  

In many cases it is impossible to avoid checking 
the metrological applied and embedded software. 
While verification the latest, it arises the problem 
associated with access to executive program. Mostly 
it is unable to submit to entry of program the test 
sequences of numbers and verify it. Ways to 
overcome problems may lie in the modification of 
measurement means as CPS subsystems by installing 
an additional digital input. 

 
 

5.3. Measurement Technology for Both 
Development and Production:  

 
• Smart Metrological Instruments 
It is imperative the further development of the 

works regarding the assessment of accuracy in the 
field of metrology in particular while single 
measuring the multivariable values by using 
multiparameter intelligent measuring instruments, for 
instance Coriolis mass flowmeters. They can be 
considered to flexible tools and equipment to be able 
to quickly re-engineer existing procedures. 
Resultantly, by choosing the right measurement 
technology solution we can efficiently supply both 
development and production with relevant data. 
Within the current metrological conception this 
device consists of transducers with appropriate 
sensors and peripheral devices and the 
microprocessor unit of received signals processing. 
Sensors determines the flow velocity, temperature 
and provide information in form of output signals to 
the microprocessor that carries out the function of the 
brain of the measurement device and system in total 
providing access to the display, main menu and 
output device of processed information for the 

interaction with other systems, for instance, the filling 
system.  

The next example of the need to develop in row of 
Smart metrological instruments could be industrial 
tomography systems. Their progress consists in 
development and implementation of methods and 
algorithms to process the results of measurements 
which would enable for a limited amount of gauges 
exactly and quickly obtain high-quality images of the 
distribution of the studied variables. Mainly it would 
be the spatial distribution of the electrical 
conductivity of the medium. Improvement of the 
exactness and rate of tomography measurement have 
been reached recently [31] by reducing additive 
gauge errors through the use of the difference 
measurement method; by elaborating the particular 
methodology for calculating the sensitivity matrix 
without of methodical errors inherent in finite-
difference methods and based on only a unitary 
solution of the direct task; ensure the stability and 
convergence of the iterative procedure of the spatial 
distribution determination. 

 

• Self-Validation, Self-Adaptation and Self-
Correction 

Development of CPS rises the effects of 
performance degradation and failure happening. 
Therefore to provide metrological maintenance of 
measuring instruments at stage of operation, the 
conventional methods of the metrological 
serviceability become inefficient. Advantage of 
proposed [32] methods of metrological self-check is 
evident; it was demonstrated on examples of 
checking the temperature, pressure and so on. By 
continuous controlling the reliability of metrological 
data and basing on the self-checking results for 
previous time duration, the forecasting of device’s 
metrological state is developed. It gives opportunity 
to correct measurands and to introduce the 
amendments in production parameters. The other 
method that aims the similar goal is known widely 
and still researched [33]. Different types of 
thermocouples were self-validated using the ITS high 
temperature fixed-points technology. There were 
investigated the melting and freezing plateaus for 
different cells. So, the certain cells could be installed 
to verify in-place thermocouples as metrological unit 
of CPS. While accounting prehistory of such 
thermocouples with help of power microcontrollers 
due to the use of previously accumulated drift results 
and within thermodynamic model approach [34] it 
becomes possible without the mentioned cells to 
carry out performance self-correction. This concerns 
the metrological hardware.  

And metrological software is inherent in similar 
problems. They have guarantee in self-adapted 
subsystems the required runtime qualities, such as 
metrological characteristics and their reliability. The 
obtained results showed the next. Model checking of 
self-adaptive subsystems requires verification of such 
properties, as stability of adaptation behavior, 
progress during updates, uncertainty and quantity of 
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freedom degrees, interference immunity and so on.  
Last time the verification methods of 

measurement tools are automated with use of 
software and encoded manageable measures, thanks 
to which the labor efficiency raised significantly. At 
automated self-check of measurement transducers, 
digital and analog measurement instruments the 
computer by special program produces the numerical 
values Nx of its output quantity at which 
measurement instruments have to be checked. These 
values are given, for example, on input of encoded 
manageable measure, and on output of it index XN 
with its own dimension is presented. Index XN is 
delivered on inputs of verified measurement 
instruments. Information from output of verified 
instruments is sent to computing facilities for 
calculating of errors and creating signal for proper 
recording of the verification results.  

It forms the basis for the subsequent  
execution of self-adaptation and self-correction of  
the performance.  

 

• Flexible Metrological Systems with Special 
Simulating Procedures 

Product developers and production planners are 
searching for essentially the same thing: flexible 
systems featuring easy integration of new 
technologies without users having to retrain each 
time. The challenge is to respond to market demands 
using available methods and tools. The two great 
pillars of support in this area are simulation and 
product design. However, these theoretically 
determined data points and components must still be 
tested with real prototypes under conditions closely 
simulating series production. That includes stress, 
function and fatigue tests. Components are subjected 
to mechanical stress and physical loading in all cases 
and a life cycle is simulated as close to real condition 
as possible. Mechanical loading includes application 
of forces, pressures, strains and torques. A test 
covering years can be simulated in a few hours with 
the effect of temperature [35]. 

One of NIST initiatives, associated with model-
based diagnostics and prognostics and proposition of 
the leading German researchers on the 
implementation of high-speed method of diagnosing 
CPS structures by alternating loads,, we support by 
our 30-year development of temperature metrological 
instruments at mechanical loading (stress, torsion and 
etc.) We have researched the impacts of mechanical 
loading at different temperatures on performance of 
temperature sensors [36]. Thus, at the rapid heating 
the sensors of noise thermometers the transient noise 
process caused by thermodynamic disequilibrium has 
been detected. Such a behavior of a noise signal 
could be revealed at the expense of internal changes 
intensified consequently of applying an uneven 
temperature gradient on the substance with inner 
defects. The research on the behavior of a noise 
signal in the dynamic temperature mode has been 
made following the methods of rapid transferring of a 
sensor from the medium with one temperature into 

that with higher temperature [37].  
To solve metrological problems of CPSs we 

proposed creating the local certification centers, 
wherein to be kept operating standards of physical 
quantities (Fig. 3). As mobile standards are 
characterized by significantly less accuracy compared 
to stationary ones, it should be given proper attention 
to them. Depending on the way of such standards 
application, the distance at which they are transmitted 
in electrical or optical manner varies: see in Fig. 3 - 
the measure 1 or measure 2 in the form of circles. 

As a result, forms a complex spatial structure of 
current CPS with appropriate standard provision, 
based on the optimization of the quality of fabricated 
products considering metrological support. 

In modern practice the measuring processes have 
to be constantly supervised, trying to assure required 
metrological reliability. Today normative documents 
recommend systematic and complete control of 
measurement process in order to guarantee the 
required quality level of goods, products and services 
produced by measuring means application. This 
control is treated as separate and lengthy procedures. 
Frequency of metrology inspections is primary 
determined by metrological reliability of 
measurement. To improve the latter frequency would 
be increased. This characteristic mainly depends on 
the metrological performance drift, and control 
results have to be fixed specially that would help in 
future diagnostic of manufacturing cycle according to 
production quality [38].  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Implementation of calibration procedures depending 
on CPSs and certification centers location. 

 
 

Frequently data acquisition system of 
measurement results are performed as a separate 
switching, measuring, computing and other 
operations in order to create, accumulate and 
elaborate measurement results of a wide range of 
electrical and non-electrical measurands. PC 
distribution resulted in the formation of so-called 
measuring circuits intended for multichannel 
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conversion of measuring signals into digital form and 
vice versa - for the formation the analog output 
signals. The length of the lines there may be almost 
unlimited. However, in industrial conditions 
connecting lines, especially at considerable length 
can add quite significant and, more importantly, 
uncontrolled error in the measurement result. 
Dispersed measuring systems as the subsystems of 
dispersed CPSs can be composed of some spatially 
distributed technological elements (Fig. 4).  

Measured values are controlled via separate 
measuring channels (channel + signal conditioning 
unit + ADC + MC), which can be regarded as smart 
measurement instruments. 

The measurement results are transmitted via 
interfaces to local measurement stations, wherein the 
processing and analysis are performed, then control 
and correction signals are produced and etc. From 
thence through the communication nodes and 
channels (radio and optical channels) or networks 
they are transmitted to a central management point 
based on the PC with the appropriate software. Thus 
length of the lines is practically unlimited. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Spatially distributed measuring systems  
and measurement objects. 

 
 

The measurement results are transmitted via 
interfaces to local measurement stations, wherein the 
processing and analysis are performed, then control 
and correction signals are produced and etc. From 
thence through the communication nodes and 
channels (radio and optical channels) or networks 
they are transmitted to a central management point 
based on the PC with the appropriate software. Thus 
length of the lines is practically unlimited. 

Thus, the assessment of products quality is a 

complex multi-factorial problem, within which is 
difficult to evaluate the role and relative weight of 
each factor, as well as to expressed in physical units 
the objective numerical value of it or to validate this 
factor, and finally to determine certain characteristics. 
At best, the result is expressed as the number 
reasonably combining all these impact-factors. That 
is a subjective Qualimetry. It is exploited while 
comparison the similar products of the same 
destination from different manufacturers. However, 
no one can prove conclusively the correctness of the 
choice of those or other factors that affect the same 
assessment. From the metrological point of view, no 
one can guarantee absence of correlation for separate 
factors among themselves that negative impacts on 
the obtained results. On the basis of experience of 
studying factors influencing the performance of 
thermoelectric sensors, to evaluate the quality of new 
products we suggested [34] to carry out 
methodologically correct selection of uncorrelated 
factors. Underpinning for this should serve an 
objective Qualimetry built on the basis of 
thermodynamics. The latter ensures correctness of 
choice the determining factors of being evaluated 
product as a set of unrelated variables – measurands. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
1. Conjugations of networking and information 

measuring technologies with manufactured products, 
and associated services are underlying a new 
generation of smart and flexible cyber-physical 
systems. The latter can only be implemented with 
smart sensors, powerful high-precision measuring 
equipment and technologies. 

2. CPS study envisages attention to metrological 
and standardization problems. Their solution impacts 
not only on estimation of failures or unplanned 
disorders of production cycle, but the quality of 
assigned tasks execution (product manufacturing  
and etc.).  

3. Proper attention in further CPS development is 
impossible without solving the specific metrological 
problems, the core of which lies in the triangle 
«embedded metrological hardware – Internet-
borrowed metrological software – automatic 
implemented metrological firmware» providing 
sufficient level of metrological assurance. In 
particular, it facilitates the implementation of 
measurement methods for industry to directly verify 
the over-the-air performance of standard artifacts 
and/or mobile metrological instruments.  

4. The development of simulation models for the 
purposes of the above triangle and methods for 
assessing the reliability of CPS, methods of 
nondestructive control and other test methods that 
include the noise methods, able to provide improving 
the reliability and perfection of CPS operation. 

5. Future of CPS metrology subsystems would be 
seen in development of standards of physical 
quantities, basing on the fundamental properties of 
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matter and exploring their transformation in the 
frequency characteristics that can be 10-fold more 
precisely measured and more efficiently Internet-
transmitted at a distance. The latter enables realizing 
a qualitatively new model of transfer the dimensions 
of physical quantities from working standards to 
productive means while avoiding intermediaries.  

6. A promising way to improve the efficiency of 
CPS should be considered metrological equipping 
them with embedded self-validated (self-checked and 
self-monitored), self-adapted, self-corrected and as 
result self-controlled subsystems and more with 
embedded working standards of physical units. 
Maybe, the first such standard introduced for 
electronic circuits would be a standard of electrical 
resistance, based on carbon nanotubes application 
with value equal to inverse of conductance quantum. 
At low-cost application it enables to improve  
by 3-5 orders of magnitude the precision of electrical 
subsystems resistivity. 

7. For comprehensive quality assessment of 
complex products produced by CPSs and comparing 
between similar products of the same destination 
from different manufacturers it could be offered a 
newly established field of metrology - the objective 
Qualimetry. Basing on thermodynamics it gains 
ability to realize the selection of metrologically 
uncorrelated row of determining characteristics of 
these products and, thus, to identify products of 
higher quality. 
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